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Yii Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is the perfect way to add the capabilities of Yii to your PHP5 development skills. Dealing with practical solutions through real-life recipes and screenshots, it enables you to write applications more efficiently.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to use Yii even more efficiently
	
		Full of...
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Professional Web 2.0 Programming (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Web 2.0 architecture opens up an incredible number of options for flexible web design, creative reuse, and easier updates. Along with covering the key languages and techniques of Web 2.0, this unique book introduces you to all of the technologies that make up Web 2.0 at a professional level. Throughout the chapters, you'll find code for several...
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Build Your Own Ruby on Rails Web ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
Ruby on Rails has shaken up the web development industry in a huge way—especially when you consider that version 1.0 of Rails was only released in December 2005. The huge waves of enthusiasm for the new framework, originally in weblogs and later in the more traditional media, are probably the reason why this book is in your hands.
...
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Beginning Silverlight 4 in C#Apress, 2010

	The growing popularity of Web 2.0 applications is increasing user expectations for high-quality web site design, presentation, and functionality. It is into this climate that Microsoft is releasing Silverlight 4, the third and latest iteration of its cross-browser web presentation technology. Beginning Sliverlight 4 brings you to the...
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Learning Ext JS 4Packt Publishing, 2013

	For those with a little JavaScript experience, this book is a great way to learn Ext JS and start building interactive web applications using Ajax, DHTML, Dom, and the like. Ideal for beginners.

	
		Learn the basics and create your first classes
	
		Handle data and understand the way it works, create powerful...
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Yahoo! Maps Mashups (Wrox Mashup Books)Wrox Press, 2007
Your development world is about to greatly expand because of the new wave of Yahoo! Maps APIs. Written by Charles Freedman, a senior Flash developer at Yahoo!, this book provides you with all the information you'll need to know about these APIs in order to build amazing map mashups. You'll find in-depth coverage of Yahoo! mapping tools and...
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ASP.NET jQuery CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The jQuery library has become increasingly popular with web application developers because of its simplicity and ease of use. The library is supported by an active community of developers and has grown significantly over the years after its inception in 2006 by John Resig. Using this library eases complicated tasks and adds to the interactive...
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Creating Vista Gadgets: Using HTML, CSS and JavaScript  with Examples in RSS, Ajax, ActiveX (COM) and SilverlightSams Publishing, 2008
A one-stop resource for each aspect of designing and developing Sidebar gadgets, perfect for anyone who wants to create killer gadgets

Explores one of the super cool features new to Windows Vista -- the Sidebar

It is a one-stop resource for each aspect of designing and developing Sidebar gadgets, perfect for anyone who wants...
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Advanced Joomla!Apress, 2013

	Advanced Joomla! teaches you advanced techniques for customizing a Joomla! CMS, including creating templates, administration, and building extensions. It will provide the technical know-how and a bonanza of information that will allow you to take your Joomla! sites to the next level.

	

	Written by bestselling...
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Programming ASP.NET AJAX: Build rich, Web 2.0-style UI with ASP.NET AJAXO'Reilly, 2007
The Wikipedia page for Ajax (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax) provides more than 40 meanings for the word, including the names of two characters in Homer’s Iliad (Ajax the Great and Ajax the Lesser), the name of an Amsterdam soccer team, a couple of automobiles, a horse, and—my personal favorite—a household cleaner made by...
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Mastering Dojo: JavaScript and Ajax Tools for Great Web Experiences (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
The last couple of years have seen big changes in server-side web programming. Now it's the client's turn; Dojo is the toolkit to make it happen and Mastering Dojo shows you how.
  Dojo is a set of client-side JavaScript tools that help you build better web applications. Dojo blurs the line between local, native applications and browser based...
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Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2010

	Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include BlackBerry, Nokia, Windows Phone, and smartphones powered by Android, webOS, and other platforms. If you're an experienced web developer, this book shows you how to build a standard app core that you can extend to work with specific devices. You'll learn the...
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